
We seek and enter into special relationships and/or joint ventures with different vendors,
providers, associations, and others; sometimes within different industries.  

We offer uniquely valuable insurance and non-insurance products, programs, concepts,
and services not generally available in the everyday marketplace. These are frequently

proprietary in nature, and to this mix, we add our own special level of creativity. 
 

Our first product is summarized below: 
A members-only association offering various deep discount products, including an ATTD

(Accidental Temporary Total Disability) non-medical insured benefit. 
 

Wholesale Benefits Association (WBA) 
WBA Benefits at a Glance: Shopping, Wellness, Travel, Lifestyle, Car Care, Entertainment.  

 
One of the many reasons that attracted us to this program was its low-cost ATTD non-

medical insured association benefit available for most people.  It is quite unique, since no
distinction is made for dangerous, frequently uninsurable professions such as first
responders- including police on the job and firefighters, 75% of whom are voluntary. 

While they are at work during their own full-time jobs, their family is often protected by
their regular employer-provided benefits. While they are protecting their neighbors and

seriously risking life and limb, their normal employer benefits just as often have exclusions
and other limitations, putting their families at risk. This hardly seems fair. The insured non-
medical association benefit goes a long way towards mitigating this injustice- up to $4000

per month available. Up to $2000 per month available without any earned income
requirements on claim.  Same low price for all members, and the minimum age is 18. It can

be in addition to other coverage you might have (or couldn't get) and includes your own
occupation definition. Not just any job- the job you were trained for. 

About Best Ideas Group, Inc.

By taking advantage of the many deep Association discounts available, savings could easily
exceed costs. 

 
Any approved claim benefits, of course, would be extra. 

 
www. BestIdeasGroupinc.com 

 
For more information contact: 

MICHAEL GILLER 
631 979-4600 

Michael@bestideasgroupinc.com


